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ABSTRACT 

This study aims at exploring (1) the circumstances under which some Swedish learners of 

English are likely to participate in conversations in the target language, and (2) how teachers 

in upper secondary school might increase these students' willingness to communicate (WTC) 

in English during lessons. Five students retaking the mandatory first course of English in 

Swedish upper secondary school volunteered for the study. The data were collected through 

semi-structured interviews, and the transcripts were analysed using qualitative content analys-

is. The results of the study showed that learners perceive the learning environment to be a ma-

jor factor affecting their WTC. Moreover, it was concluded that being able to convey a mes-

sage is important for the students, and that uncertainty about whether or not they will be able 

to do so strongly affects their WTC. The results also showed that their WTC is strongly con-

nected to their listening comprehension. In light of the reported beliefs and perceptions of the 

learners, it is suggested that students can be trained for strategies to use when they encounter 

problems in vocabulary retrieval as well as listening comprehension. Repeating exercises to 

make the learners feel safe has also been a suggestion. 
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1. Introduction 

How do students learn to communicate in a new language? Many English teachers would 

probably agree that practice makes perfect, which is why we want our students to speak Eng-

lish as much as possible during lessons. However, the students are usually not as fond of do-

ing so as the teachers are. We consistently try to encourage them to speak, because the te-

aching of English in Swedish upper secondary school should aim at helping students develop 

all-round communicative skills, according to The Swedish National Agency for Education 

(Skolverket, 2011). The students should also “be given the opportunity to develop their ability 

to use different strategies to support communication and to solve problems when language 

skills are inadequate” (Skolverket, 2011, p.1). According to de Saint Léger and Storch (2009), 

theories of L2  acquisition support the assumption that a learner’s competence in a L2 is deve1 -

loped through performance (also see recent work by Pekarek Doehler (2019) and Sert (2019) 

on the development on interactional competence) and MacIntyre, Clément, Dörnyei and No-

els (1998) state that the most important goal of L2 learning should thus be to create a willing-

ness to use the new language in authentic communication. Yet, most teachers still encounter 

students who are reluctant to speak English in classrooms. It is not only quiet individuals that 

are reluctant to speak, however: “sometimes students who are talkative in private situations or 

those with excellent test results choose to be quiet in the classroom” (Pawlak & Mystkowska-

Wiertelak, 2015, p.1). Why do some students remain silent in English class and how can te-

achers motivate them to start speaking? 

To find pedagogical methods of increasing students’ oral participation in L2 classes, the rese-

arch area on willingness to communicate (WTC) arose (de Saint Léger & Storch, 2009, 

p.269). WTC is defined by MacIntyre, Baker, Clément and Donovan (2003) “as the probabili-

ty of initiating communication, specifically talking, when the opportunity arises” (p.590), 

which means how willing a person is to communicate without being forced. MacIntyre et al. 

(1998) conclude that research on WTC could help L2 education reach its “ultimate goal of 

authentic communication between persons of different languages and cultural 

backgrounds” (p.559). There is an extensive amount of research regarding WTC in English as 

There is some debate regarding the difference between a second language and a foreign language. English is to 1

some Swedish upper secondary school students more like a second language, while for others it is a decidedly 
foreign one. The term L2 used in this report covers both meanings.
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a foreign language (EFL) classrooms that has concluded that a learner’s WTC is dependent on 

several factors such as context, anxiety, confidence and proficiency (see e.g. Cao & Philp, 

2006; de Saint Léger & Storch, 2009; Yashima, MacIntyre & Ikeda, 2018). However, results 

have varied in studies depending on where and in which context the language is learned. 

Comparisons between studies carried out in Asia and Canada, as well as comparisons between 

immersion and non-immersion programmes, show that different factors affect the learners’ 

WTC. For L2 learners in Canada and immersion programmes, their WTC is affected by their 

L2 confidence, while the WTC of L2 learners in an Asian context and non-immersion pro-

grammes is more related to their perceived L2 competence (Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wier-

telak, 2015, p.2). As the context seems to provide different results, it begs the question: what 

aspects are of importance for learners of English in a Swedish upper secondary school to 

increase their willingness to communicate? To get some insight into this, a number of students 

learning English in upper secondary school were interviewed. The study aimed at answering 

the following research questions: 

RQ1: According to the participants, what affects their willingness to participate in conversa-

tions in the target language? 

RQ2: According to the participants, how might English teachers in upper secondary schools in 

Sweden increase students’ willingness to communicate in English? 

2. Background 

2.1 Theories on L2 learning 

L2 teaching methods have developed through the years as new research becomes available, 

moving from the grammar-translation method to a focus on interactional competence. Earlier 

methods focused on grammatical skills, vocabulary and the written language (Yule, 2017, 

p.212) which did result in students with a rather high competence in some respects, yet these 

methods did not focus on using the language in authentic situations (MacIntyre et al., 1998). 

As a reaction to the grammar-translation method arose the audiolingual method, which instead 

puts emphasis on spoken language and creating “habits” by repeating structures (Yule, 2017, 

p.212). What these two methods have in common is that they focus on form rather than func-

tion, and critics have pointed out that neither the grammar-translation method nor the audio-
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lingual method use authentic language that might be used in everyday situations (MacIntyre et 

al., 1998; Yule, 2017). More recent approaches to teaching a L2 put the emphasis on the func-

tion of language rather than the form. Such approaches are called communicative approaches 

(Yule, 2017, p.212). In communicative approaches, the goal is for the learner to achieve 

communicative competence, which comprises at least three different more specific compe-

tences: grammatical, sociolinguistic, and strategic (Yule, 2017, p.216). Yule further states that 

speaking should be practiced in “meaningful interaction” (p.215). Cao and Philp (2006), too, 

note that researchers often agree that meaningful interaction is an important part of learning a 

L2 (p.481).  

Hand-in-hand with this shift in focus from form to function goes the shift from a static cognit-

ive process of learning to the dynamic social character of language (Pekarek Doehler, 2010, 

p.105; Salaberry & Kunitz, 2019, p.2). Pekarek Doehler (2010) explains the contribution to 

Second Language Acquisition made by Conversation Analysis, stating that learning a lan-

guage is no longer viewed as simply internalising and using linguistic knowledge, but rather 

“as a sociocognitive process that is embedded in the context of locally accomplished social 

practices” (p.106). To put it simply, it is about learning by doing. In practice, it means to re-

peatedly participate in social interaction to practice using the language in authentic situations, 

as well as understanding what is necessary in the communicative situation one is in (Pekarek 

Doehler, 2010, p.106), to develop a communicative ability. Another term for communicative 

ability is interactional competence, which according to Salaberry and Kunitz (2019) is to be 

understood as the ability to understand what is being said and to respond accordingly (p.2). 

Part of interacting with others is to listen and comprehend what is being said. According to 

Sert (2019), “the concepts of speakership and listenership are interwoven into one another and 

are in constant flux, and so are the roles of speaker and listener” (p.143). Viewing speaking as 

interwoven with listening is new in L2 teaching, and previous approaches tended to focus 

mostly on the speech production of individuals (Sert, 2019, p.143). Research has also shown 

that we do in fact learn in interaction (Sert, 2017). One way of increasing student interaction 

can be to create a meaning and fluency context (Seedhouse, 2004), in which students contrib-

ute to conversations while the teacher facilitates them, and the meaning making takes preced-
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ence over the structures of language (Sert, 2017). The goal in such a context is to make the 

students engage and participate in target language interactions, and Sert (2017) states that 

“student engagement in classroom interaction is key for creating foreign language (L2) learn-

ing opportunities” (p.15).  

Research on learner participation and engagement has been linked to research on learner initi-

atives and learner agency. According to Mercer (2012), the definition of agency differs de-

pending on which theoretical perspective the researcher takes. Mercer’s (2012) definition 

consists of “two main dimensions that cannot meaningfully be separated” (p.42). The first 

dimension is a learner’s sense of agency, which regard the feeling of agency the learner exper-

iences both in general and in certain contexts. The second dimension regard the agentic beha-

viour of a learner, which means whether the learner chooses to act with agency through action 

and participation or non-action and non-participation (p.42). Mercer states that the initiative 

of a learner is a crucial factor in language learning; however, before that can take place the 

student needs to believe that their actions can make an actual difference in their learning 

(p.41).  

As is visible in more recent research on learning a L2, speaking is an important part of learn-

ing a new language. In order to motivate students to speak the target language in class, re-

searchers have conducted studies on why students hesitate to do so. The research has gener-

ally been focused on two aspects: speaking anxiety and willingness to communicate. Since 

teachers find that even talkative students often hesitate to speak L2 English in class (Pawlak 

& Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015, p.1), this study will focus on the concept of willingness to 

communicate. In the words of Riasati and Noordin (2011), “a fundamental goal of L2 educa-

tion should be the encouragement of willingness to communicate in language learning, be-

cause WTC is expected to facilitate the language learning process” (p.74).  

2.2 A review of literature  

Researchers have implemented different methods depending on which type of WTC was to be 

investigated. The different studies have yielded some similar results, as well as some that dif-

fer. Based on their findings, some researchers have suggested certain pedagogical implica-
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tions to aid teachers in increasing L2 students’ WTC. These previous findings will be presen-

ted below.  

2.2.1 The concept of WTC 

Since more recent language learning research is focusing on the importance of promoting 

communicative ability, it is natural that willingness to communicate has received more atten-

tion. Earlier research into why students hesitate to use the new language has concentrated on 

different versions of speaking apprehension, trying to reach conclusions as to what the under-

lying factors of such difficulties may be.  

Riasati and Noordin (2011) explain that the willingness to communicate model comprises of a 

number of factors, such as psychological, linguistic and communicative ones, all believed to 

influence learners’ WTC. A number of different types of WTC have been established in pre-

vious research: trait-like, state, and situated. Trait-like WTC, or simply trait WTC, is willing-

ness to communicate affected by personality traits, such as introversion and self-esteem (Mac-

Intyre et al., 1998), and it is said to be a “stable predisposition toward [L2] 

communication” (Yashima et al., 2018, p.116). State WTC is, as opposed to trait-like WTC, 

open to change and shows how a person decides to act, either as willing or unwilling to com-

municate, in different situations. Cao and Philp (2006) call it behavioural WTC. Situated 

WTC is often referred to as situational and dynamic, since it encompasses both the trait-like 

and state view of WTC as a person’s willingness can fluctuate in different situations and un-

der different circumstances (Cao & Philp, 2006; Yashima et al., 2018). According to MacInty-

re et al. (1998, p546), some factors affecting WTC, such as learner personality and intergroup 

relations, are stable while others, such as knowledge of topic and the desire to speak to a spe-

cific person, are more transient.  

Research into WTC began with investigations regarding what is called trait-like WTC, which 

means WTC that is affected by personality traits and psychological variables such as introver-

sion and self-esteem. This was researched using quantitative approaches where statistical ana-

lyses often were employed to investigate connections between variables affecting language 

learning and students’ willingness to participate in communication (Pawlak, Mystkowska-
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Wiertelak, & Bielak, 2016, p.655). Later on, focus shifted from traits to situations, and situa-

ted WTC arose as a research area (Yashima, MacIntyre, & Ikeda, 2018). Other researchers 

adopt a qualitative approach, or a combination of quantitative and qualitative. Conversation 

analytic research in classrooms has also been concerned with WTC, focusing on WTC as a 

locally accomplished and situated practice, relabelling it as “(un)willingness to 

participate” (Sert, 2015, p.7). This line of research has informed recent work into language 

classrooms from both socio-interactionist (Evnitskaya & Berger, 2017) and psychological 

(Kubanyiova & Yue, 2019) perspectives. 

MacIntyre et al. (2003) define two underlying communication-related variables which are key 

to WTC: communication apprehension, which refers to experienced anxiety related to com-

munication, and perceived competence, which refers to the self-evaluation of communication 

abilities (p.591). Furthermore, they state that even though the actual level of ability plays a 

role, the perception of communicative competence determines WTC more directly (p.591). In 

light of this, several studies have investigated attitudes and perceptions among L2 learners. 

One such study was conducted by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009), about learners’ percep-

tions of their speaking abilities and contributions, their attitudes towards speaking activities in 

the classroom, and changes in students’ attitudes over time. The results showed that whole 

class discussions were perceived as the most challenging kind of activity, although students 

reported an improvement in fluency, vocabulary, and self-confidence over time and of thus 

becoming more willing to contribute to such activities. Another study into learners’ percep-

tions and attitudes was conducted by Cao and Philp (2006), where the objective was to exa-

mine possible connections between trait-like and behavioural WTC, and which factors the 

learners thought would influence their WTC. The results did not indicate a clear correlation 

“between learners’ self-report WTC and their oral behaviour of WTC” (p.485). Furthermore, 

significant differences were noticed in the learners’ WTC behaviour during whole class, pair 

and group work. The four most common factors perceived by the learners to affect their WTC 

were group size, self-confidence, familiarity with other speakers and the interlocutor’s parti-

cipation (p.486). Cao and Philp (2006) concluded that, according to their findings, WTC may 

vary across different contexts and that a learner’s trait-like WTC may not be “predicative of 

actual classroom behaviour” (p.489).  
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In addition, Pawlak and Mystkowska-Wiertelak (2015) stated the recent research has shown 

that a learner’s willingness to communicate is not static, but can “fluctuate during one com-

municative event” (p.1), emphasising the dynamic character of WTC. The researchers con-

ducted a study with the aim of discovering possible patterns of fluctuations in WTC and 

factors that might cause such fluctuations. Problems in communication, boredom and liste-

ning to the other person were found to lead to a decrease in WTC with the participants. Furt-

hermore, it was reported by participants that having something to say was important for their 

WTC, which led the researchers to the conclusion that the message as such may sometimes be 

of more importance for WTC than the ability to convey it correctly. Although, finding the 

words was also deemed as an important factor as “the inability to find the necessary vocabula-

ry on a moment-by-moment basis led to a loss of focus and growth of anxiety, which adverse-

ly affected willingness to speak.”  (p.8) 

Findings similar to those by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009) were arrived at by Yashima et 

al. (2018). In the hope of coming up with possible solutions to the silence claimed to be pre-

dominant in Japanese EFL classrooms, Yashima et al. (2018) implemented a teaching inter-

vention where the initiation-response-feedback (as described by Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975) 

classroom communication pattern was avoided. They set out to investigate how the interplay 

of trait-like WTC and contextual influences boost or reduce state WTC, which results in dif-

ferences in frequency of communication. Over the course of the study, students’ anxiety levels 

dropped as they got used to discussions, leading the researchers to conclude that repetition of 

the same type of exercise reduces situated anxiety. The interplay of trait-like WTC and con-

textual influences created “situated emotional responses leading to state WTC and self-initi-

ated turns (or lack thereof)” (p.131). However, even though the anxiety within the group fell 

during the course, the frequency of communication among students fluctuated dynamically 

over the semester. 

2.2.2 Previously suggested pedagogical implications 

Most articles on L2 student WTC present some pedagogical implications, such as the benefits 

of creating a supportive classroom environment as well as considering group formations and 

what topics are discussed and how. The importance of the classroom environment is discussed 
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by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009), who state that a competitive classroom environment will 

generate high anxiety levels among learners, which in turn is not likely to boost students’ 

WTC or their learning (p.280). Part of creating a supportive and safe classroom environment 

is the formation of suitable student groups. Secondly, several researchers discuss the impact 

of group formations on student WTC, and which groups might be more beneficial for their 

learning process. Making sure groups do not consist of too many participants and are rather 

homogenous (Cao & Philp, 2006), and ensuring that not one self-confident person can domin-

ate the conversation (Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015) are suggested ways of using 

group formation to help increase students’ WTC.  

A third implication discussed in several articles is how to decide what the students should di-

scuss as well as how to conduct such discussions in order to maintain or increase WTC. In 

sum, it is about making sure that the students feel secure in what to say and how to speak their 

mind. For example, a lack of knowledge about a topic will lead to a decrease of WTC, which 

is why topic familiarity has been claimed to be an important factor (Cao & Philp, 2006, 

p.489-490). Discussing topics in which the students can draw on their own experiences can 

create more lively discussions (Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015). This, together with 

making sure students know how to conduct a discussion, might lead to an increase in WTC, 

which is why it is recommended to train students in discussion procedures (Pawlak & Myst-

kowska-Wiertelak, 2015). Additionally, it is suggested that trying to create an interest in the 

task and allowing planning time before the conversation begins might increase the students’ 

WTC (Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015, p.8). As mentioned, Yashima et al. (2018) 

also suggest avoiding IRF patterns, and instead allowing students to take turns and initiate 

communication in a more natural way, making them responsible for the communication. For 

this to work in a class, according to the authors, students should be taught how to initiate 

communication, take turns, ask questions and comment on what has been said (pp. 132-133). 

Doing so, which is also in line with the aims of teaching L2 interactional competence (Wong 

& Waring, 2010; Waring, 2018), and in addition to increasing students’ WTC, can help them 

create learning opportunities of their own (Yashima et al., 2018, pp.132-133). 
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3. Method 

This study is aimed at understanding what affects the willingness to communicate of some 

Swedish learners of English in upper secondary school, and what teachers might do to in-

crease the students’ WTC. It was inspired by the study conducted by Cao and Philp (2006), 

referred to in section 2.2 above. To answer the research questions, a qualitative approach us-

ing interviews and content analysis (Bengtsson, 2016) was used, as well as a teacher-re-

searcher perspective (Dikilitaş, 2015).  

3.1 Participants and context 

The participants of this study were five EFL learners studying their last year in upper secon-

dary school, all aged 18-19. Students 1 and 2 are female, and Students 3-5 are male. The 

course they were taking at the time was a retake course of English 5, the mandatory first cour-

se of English in Swedish upper secondary school. The class consisted of eleven students who 

attended six different programs in total, hence some of them knew each other before starting 

this course while others were strangers to each other. What they all had in common was that 

none of them had managed to pass the course previously. I was their teacher in this retake 

course, which is one of the reasons why this particular group was chosen. As all students in 

the class were struggling to achieve a sufficient communicative proficiency, they seemed sui-

table as participants for this study. Their willingness to communicate in English seemed to 

vary: some of them openly stated their refusal to speak English while others had no problem 

speaking even though they knew they would not get it right. To help them become more used 

to the thought of speaking English, small speaking exercises were used in the beginning and 

at the end of every class where the students were to answer questions about themselves (such 

as how they were doing, what plans they had for the weekend or what they had learned during 

the lesson) with as many words as they felt comfortable with. Since it was always the same 

few questions, the students could plan what to say if they felt a need to do so. The different 

levels of WTC were another reason why this class was chosen, as it was hoped that it could 

provide different perspectives on the phenomenon, since even a willing student at times can 

experience an unwillingness depending on the situation (see for example Pawlak & Myst-

kowska-Wiertelak, 2015).  
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Researching one’s own teaching is called teacher-research, and the focus is on issues teachers 

identify and investigate in order to further improve their teaching (Dikilitaş, 2015, p.48). 

Dikilitaş (2015) explains that since learners are at the centre of learning processes, teachers 

who investigate issues in their own groups of students can come up with solutions to actual 

problems noted by teachers and students, and there is a benefit in using teacher-researchers 

instead of learning from academics (p.48). However, to make sure the results are reliable, a 

teacher-researcher must consider the context and possibly sensitive issues at hand. In the case 

of this study, questions about how the teacher, that is I, affects the students’ WTC were not 

asked. I took all the necessary measures to ensure reliability and that the students understood 

that their participation was voluntary and would have no impact on their course results or ex-

aminations. 

3.2 Data collection procedure 

The data were collected through semi-structured individual interviews, conducted face to face 

and audio-recorded with the consent of the participants. Each interview lasted between 20-30 

minutes and was conducted in Swedish to make sure the students were able to understand 

everything and fully express themselves. The interview questions were formulated to aim 

questions directly at aspects of L2 WTC, and I tried to leave room for follow-up questions 

when something was considered relevant for the study. The interview questions were based on 

Cao and Philp’s (2006) interview questions, as well as the questionnaire used by de Saint 

Léger and Storch (2009). The questions were adapted to fit this study, and follow-up ques-

tions were used. The English version of the interview questions can be found in the appendix.  

3.3 Analytical procedure 

The audio-recorded interviews were transcribed, and the transcriptions were analysed using 

qualitative content analysis (Bengtsson, 2016). The aim of content analysis is to discover pat-

terns and themes that the texts have in common (Bengtsson, 2016). The content analysis in 

this study is a manifest analysis, which is described by Bengtsson (2016) as an analysis that 

“stays very close to the text” (p.10) and does not interpret any underlying meaning but only 

describes what can be seen in the text. To make sure this would be possible in the analysis, 

follow-up questions were asked to clarify certain statements from the participants. Even 
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though this method can be used on all types of data, Bengtsson (2016) states that interviews 

provide a deeper understanding. The transcriptions were read to identify recurring themes, 

before the actual codification of the data began. To aid in the analysis and codification of pat-

terns, HyperResearch software (Researchware, Inc, 2019) was used. The program helped or-

ganise the analysis, and generated graphs which were used to interpret the results. The codes 

were first designed based on the interview questions, but changed later on as not all the ques-

tions provided useful data and some important statements did not regard the questions. There-

fore, new codes were created based on what was spoken about in the interviews (the codes 

can be found in section 4. Analysis and results).  

3.4 Ethical considerations 

For this study, the guidelines on ethical considerations set forth by the Swedish Research 

Council (Vetenskapsrådet, 2007) have been adhered to. To preserve the anonymity of the stu-

dents, their names are omitted from the report. All participants volunteered for the study and 

were informed that participation was not part of the course requirements. They were informed 

of the purpose of the interviews as well as the study and gave their permission to be recorded, 

with the knowledge that the recordings were only to be used for this study and not going to be 

passed on to third parties.  

4. Analysis and results 

Table 1 presents the different codes identified as important for the students’ WTC in the EFL 

classroom based on the interviews. Codes that are deemed belonging to the same category are 

placed in themes. The number of mentions of each code is presented in the column ‘Frequen-

cy’. The total number of mentions for a theme indicates which theme were discussed most by 

the participants. The results will be presented according to the recurring themes identified in 

the interviews: classroom communication mode, language skills, learning environment, and 

confidence. Since the interviews were conducted in Swedish, quotes from the interviews have 

been translated to English for the sake of accessibility.  
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    Table 1: Themes and codes for WTC 

4.1 Classroom communication mode 

The students stated that the different communication modes in the classroom were not of great 

importance for their WTC and they all explained that they are willing to try and speak English 

with each other, their teacher, and in whole class. Even though they did not find the specific 

situations as important for their WTC, they mentioned certain aspects regarding these com-

munication modes which prevent them from speaking English. Students 2, 4 and 5 find it 

Categories Codes Frequency Total

Classroom communication mode

Discussions 3

48
Pair/group 2

Whole class 7

With teacher 10

Effort in different modes 13

Willingness in different modes 11

Language skills

Grammar 4

21

Pronunciation 2

Strategies 1

Comprehension 3

Vocabulary 11

Learning environment

Competitive 4

33Supportive 24

Other languages allowed 5

Confidence

Confident 13

52
Less confident 16

Fear of making mistakes 5

Unafraid of making mistakes 7

Dare to speak 11
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more difficult to talk to their teacher because they experience more pressure to find something 

to say, than when talking in whole class, and Student 5 said “it’s difficult if I can’t answer a 

question and you are waiting for me to say something”. Students 1 and 3 feel perfectly com-

fortable talking to the teacher and do not experience pressure in that context. Student 1 stated 

that she has no trouble saying that she does not know an answer in a conversation with the 

teacher, and that she feels more comfortable guessing in a conversation with the teacher than 

in a conversation with the entire class. Student 3 explained how knowing the teacher is im-

portant: “If I know a teacher better I’m not nervous. If I don’t know an answer I can just say 

that. If you fail, you fail, it doesn’t matter.”  

Although some students had a positive view on whole class conversations, this was mostly 

based on the fact that someone else could answer the teacher’s questions, and since most of 

them thought so, not many of them are actually willing to contribute to whole class conversa-

tions in English. Student 5 said “I wait for others to answer so I understand what you mean” 

and Student 1 said that “sometimes I think I know the answer and want to say it, but still 

don’t, and when someone else does I often had the right answer”. They all expressed a will-

ingness to speak more in all communication modes, because as Student 5 said: “you have to 

speak to become better at speaking and for it to stop being scary”.  

When asked how often she contributes to conversations in English, Student 2 stated she al-

ways does it in small exercises at the beginning and end of class where the goal clearly is to 

speak English. Other than that, she never hesitates unless she feels she does not have the time 

to formulate something in English. This was another aspect mentioned by the five parti-

cipants: the effort it takes to speak English in all different communication modes. Students 4 

and 5 stated that “it’s easier speaking Swedish”, which is why they tend to do that. Student 2 

explained that time and effort affect which language he speaks in: “If I need an answer 

quickly then I will speak Swedish because that is quicker and easier, but if I have the time 

then I can make the effort of trying to ask something in English.”  
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4.2 Language skills 

The language skill that all of the students mentioned as important for their WTC was vocabu-

lary, and they all explained that they do not know enough words to get a message across 

clearly. Student 2 discussed the respective importance of grammar and vocabulary:  

You can get pretty far without grammar even if it’s always a bonus, but I think it’s pos-
sible to get a message across without correct grammar, and that it’s more important to 
find the words. I’m pretty good at talking around a word though, so that makes me less 
afraid to talk because I know that I can explain words I don’t know yet. 

The other four students also mentioned that what they need to practice more is vocabulary, 

and Student 4 said “it’s scary when you can’t think of the right word”. Students 3 and 5 men-

tioned comprehension as a problem that holds them back from speaking at times because they 

find it difficult to contribute to conversations when they are unsure whether or not they have 

understood previous speakers correctly. Student 5 said, as mentioned in 4.1, that he waits for 

classmates to say something in whole class conversations to make sure he has understood 

what is being said, and Student 3 explained why he finds it difficult to partake in discussions: 

“sometimes I don’t follow in discussions, then it is harder to answer and talk because you 

don’t know what to say”.  

Pronunciation was only mentioned by Student 3 (“I need to practice pronunciation”), although 

this is not something that holds him back, and he stated that he does not care about getting 

things wrong in the current English class and that it takes practice to learn.   

4.3 Learning environment  

The only participant who mentioned insecurity in the current English class was Student 1. She 

stated that because she has two of her best friends in the class she feels safe, yet she added: “I 

don’t know the others that well but … they probably don’t care either but still … I’m sort of 

scared of saying something wrong when there are people I don’t know that well”.  

The other students stated that they feel safe in this class because all students are on the same 

level. Student 2 stated that “everyone in this class needs a better vocabulary” and Student 4 
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said he likes learning with the classmates and that they work well together because “we all 

have in common that we need to learn English”. Student 2 compared this group with previous 

English groups she has been in, explaining that  

it’s really hard when you’re in a group where everyone is on different levels, both for the 
teacher and the students. It’s difficult for the teacher finding a level that works for every-
one and sometimes I have cheated when we’ve been learning something new because it’s 
difficult and I don’t want to show that I’m not as good as the other students.  

Different proficiency levels can create a competitive learning environment in Student 2’s 

opinion, as no one wants to show that they are less proficient than their classmates, and for 

Student 2 this led to cheating on tasks and not learning. Student 3 also did a comparison 

between ordinary classes and this retake group:  

In an ordinary class where some are better at English you can feel like you’re falling be-
hind; then it can be embarrassing if you pronounce something wrong, but in this class 

we’re all at the same level so I can relax and we can talk about anything and help each 

other when studying, like if you don’t understand a question a classmate can help.  

Student 5 thinks that the other classmates have a more solid ground of English education to 

stand on and explained why: “I didn’t learn English in my home country, and I’m still learn-

ing Swedish so for me it’s two languages at the same time and more steps to take when I 

translate things, but I still have to practice speaking to improve”. Both Student 1 and Student 

3 stated that the fact that their classmates often use Swedish makes them unwilling to speak 

English. Student 1 said that it can be confusing when two languages are used: 

Sometimes I wonder if I should say things in Swedish or English. If you are helping a 
student and speak English with that person then I can say things in English, but if one of 
you speaks Swedish then I’ll do so too. I would like to speak English more often, but it 
feels weird if I do when so many use Swedish.  

For Student 3 it has more to do with adjusting to the preferences and needs of the classmates: 

“Maybe they don’t want us to speak English so then it becomes a bit embarrassing to do so. 

It’s not so good to speak English if your friend doesn’t want to so you adjust to them.” When 
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asked how I as their teacher could further support them in daring to speak English, Student 1 

suggested that “maybe we could have classes where only English is allowed, or at least that 

could be the goal of a class, and you could help us translate when we don’t know how to say 

things, so that we don’t have to wonder if we should use Swedish or English”.  

Student 2 stated that she becomes more willing to speak English when she gets support from 

the teacher, and gives an example of such support: “when I start saying something and the 

teacher says ‘good’ or something, then I can try a bit more”. Student 3 also stated that the 

teacher is important because a teacher can help them feel confident by supporting them, 

which makes him more willing to speak English.  

4.4 Confidence 

When asked if they feel confident speaking English, all five students answered no. Even so, 

Student 2 is willing to speak:  

I don’t feel confident like I know it but I feel confident in daring to speak and that’s an 

important reason for feeling confident like ‘I know this’. Also, I think I can talk more and 

understand more than I realise, I think that goes for almost everyone. And I’m not afraid 
that someone will be mean and say something mean, I mean if they do they do, but I 
wouldn’t take it personally or even care.  

Student 3 stated that “If you’re not confident then there will be gaps like grammar or pronun-

ciation that aren’t correct. If I were confident I wouldn’t be in this class because then I would 

be a better speaker. But I don’t care how people react when I speak so I’m not afraid to do 

so”. However, even though he is not afraid of making mistakes in front of the teacher or the 

classmates, he said he still resorts to Swedish when he does not know how to say something.  

Student 5 said he does not think he is a proficient speaker of English but that he could prob-

ably get by with this level abroad. He is not confident and feels like the other students have a 

better foundation of English to build on. When asked if that affects their willingness to talk, 

he stated that “it doesn’t matter for my willingness to talk; you get better by talking to those 

who are better than you”. He did, however, state several times that fear of making mistakes is 
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what holds him back from speaking: “I sometimes feel like I have something to say, but don’t 

because I’m afraid I will get it wrong”. Student 1 stated that she is not confident when speak-

ing English and explained why:  

It feels like the others speak more fluently and correctly, and I have to think more and am 

unsure if the words are right and how to say things. Sometimes I don’t dare to try because 

I’m afraid to say it wrong when there are people there that I don’t know so well. Not that I 

think the others care that much but I still think about it.  

It was also mentioned by all of the students that actually daring to speak is important for the 

learning process, and Students 2, 3 and 5 saw it as their strength to do so. Student 1 described 

a desire to dare to speak more often and explained that it can sometimes differ depending on 

the mood: “Sometimes when I feel, I don’t know, like very energetic or something, then I can 

just say anything. Then I’m not embarrassed because I don’t think about it. But when I’m like 

calm, then I don’t speak”. 

4.5 Summary 

From the interviews, it is clear that for these students to be willing to communicate in English 

there needs to be a supportive learning environment, a clear goal of using the target language 

and help with vocabulary. Their lack of comprehension was mentioned as one of the aspects 

that make them less willing to communicate, due to them being unsure about what is expected 

of them. Both comprehension and speaking are connected to the vocabulary, which is why 

this was mentioned as a major factor for their willingness to communicate in English. 

5. Discussion 

How students behave in the classroom might not be a predictor of their WTC, according to 

Cao and Philp (2006). They might be willing even though they do not participate, just like 

Student 1 said in the interview: she wants to talk more than she actually does. Cao and Philp 

(2006), as well as Pawlak and Mystkowska-Wiertelak (2015), also stated that a learner’s WTC 

may vary across different contexts. The willingness among the students in this study, how-

ever, seemed to be relatively steady. The students stated that most of the time they are willing 
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to contribute yet describe a number of factors which result in them not communicating in the 

target language.  

The participants of this study claimed that whole class communication was not a major factor 

for their WTC. However, even though they stated that they are willing to contribute to whole 

class conversations, a lack of confidence and vocabulary as well as the fact that many of their 

classmates constantly favour speaking Swedish rather than English, result in a certain unwil-

lingness to communicate in whole class communication. These findings are similar to those 

made by Cao and Philp (2006) as well as de Saint Léger and Storch (2009), as they conclude 

that whole class communication is in fact a major factor for learners’ WTC. Also in line with 

the results of the study conducted by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009) is the sense of progres-

sion expressed by the students in the present study, although they still need more practice. 

What makes the students in this class willing to try and communicate in English, in spite of 

their lack of confidence and vocabulary, is the supportive learning environment. The result 

that the learning environment is experienced as important is in accordance with the conclu-

sions drawn by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009), namely that a supportive learning environ-

ment can increase student WTC. In this particular class, the knowledge that no one will react 

in a negative way, because they all want to learn, contributes to a supportive learning envi-

ronment. In order for the environment to be successful, both the students and the teacher need 

to be encouraging and helpful. Furthermore, de Saint Léger and Storch (2009) suggested that 

the teacher should carefully consider group formations to help students feel safe in the lear-

ning environment. This can be seen in Student 1’s feeling of safety because of the presence of 

her best friends. Cao and Philp (2006) suggested the use of homogenous groups in which the 

students can feel safe, as it might be beneficial for learner WTC. As indicated by Student 1, 

even if the learning environment is a supportive one, it can still be intimidating for students 

with low confidence to dare speak and risk making mistakes in front of people they do not 

know, hence homogenous groups seem to be beneficial. 

  

An insufficient vocabulary and a fear of making mistakes in this respect were deemed the 

largest factors for unwillingness to communicate in English among the students in this study. 

Cao and Philp (2006) as well as Pawlak and Mystkowska-Wiertelak (2015) concluded that the 
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topic to be discussed by the students is of importance for their WTC. By creating an interest 

in the topic, or allowing students to draw from their own experiences, it becomes easier for 

them to have something to say and to find the words to say it. Limitations in communicative 

skills might be more visible to learners when they are presented with a new topic and words 

pertaining to it. By using topics that unconfident students are familiar with, it is more likely 

that they will have at least some words to use and it might increase both their confidence and 

their WTC. As stated by Mercer (2012), for students to take initiative they first need to be-

lieve that their actions can have an influence on their learning. If they slowly realise that they 

are able to talk about things that they know about, it might eventually lead to more agency 

and initiative which, in turn, can have a positive effect on the learning process. Pawlak and 

Mystkowska-Wiertelak (2015) concluded that the message sometimes is of more importance 

for WTC than the ability to correctly convey it, which goes against the results in this study 

somewhat. The fact that the students in this study do not have a vocabulary that is sufficient 

for getting a message across, and the insight that they are not proficient speakers, clearly pre-

vents them from speaking even when they do have something to say. In other words, the abil-

ity to convey a message properly is more important than the message itself for the students of 

this study. Perhaps what is most important depends on what the students find most difficult: 

finding something to say or a way to say it. Thus, it is important for teachers to make sure 

both of these needs are met in the classroom.  

No matter which level of proficiency a learner is at, or what sort of troubles they are facing 

when communicating in the target language, MacIntyre et al. (2003) concluded that their per-

ception of communicative competence affects their WTC to a larger extent than actual profi-

ciency. It is clear that the participating students’ awareness of their need to practice does in-

crease their WTC, and it has indeed been shown in previous research that interaction aids 

learning (Sert, 2017). All students in this study continuously stated their willingness to be-

come better speakers, because they want to learn and they want to pass the course, and this in 

turn can be said to strongly influence their WTC. As stated by Mercer (2012), learner agency 

can take place first after the learner understands that being active contributes positively to 

their learning. Since these students seem to be aware of that fact, perhaps they are ready to 

take more initiatives. Their perception of a need to practice can be useful in trying to create a 
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meaning and fluency context (Seedhouse, 2004) in which they can continue practising their 

speaking and comprehension abilities in natural conversations about relevant topics.  

To create the possibility of student-initiated communication, researchers (Yashima et al., 

2918; Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015) suggest training students in how to conduct 

discussions. Sert (2019) also used discussion tasks to gather data, and concluded that discus-

sion tasks seem to contribute positively to L2 learning. One issue raised by the students in the 

present study was comprehension, which is in line with the result presented by Pawlak and 

Mystkowska-Wiertelak (2015), that listening decreases learner WTC. Therefore, it could be 

useful to teach students strategies for listening comprehension together with speaking exerci-

ses to show that listening and speaking are interwoven (Sert, 2019) and develop these skills 

together. By using topics which they are familiar with, they can start learning how to compre-

hend what is said within the limitations on their vocabulary. With training in how to conduct a 

discussion (also see Wong & Waring, 2010) as well as how to comprehend what is being said, 

both student confidence and their willingness to communicate may increase. By repeating cer-

tain exercises until students feel secure in how things are to be done, their WTC can increase 

as they become more confident, as concluded by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009) and 

Yashima et al. (2018). As the students in their studies felt they improved on fluency and voca-

bulary and increased their self-confidence, they became more willing to contribute to whole 

class discussions, which were repeatedly practised.  

During the course that the students of the present study were taking at the time of the inter-

views, my demands on their oral participation in English increased. When the course started, 

several of them stated that what they were most uncomfortable with was speaking English. To 

allow them some time to get comfortable, small speaking exercises at the beginning and end 

of every class were used (see section 3.1). The participating students stated that they did use 

English in those exercises and they expressed some feeling of improvement. Hence, repeating 

an exercise and using topics which the students are familiar with, together with allowing them 

planning time, can be useful tools for teachers to increase student WTC. 
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6. Conclusion 

Learner agency and willingness to communicate have been linked to the rate of second lan-

guage acquisition (Mercer, 2012; Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015). Based on the res-

ults in this study, Swedish learners of English are more likely to participate in conversations 

in the target language if they feel supported, safe and able to convey a message. To engage 

students in conversations and increase their WTC, teachers need to make sure that the learn-

ing environment is supportive in order for the students to feel safe in trying to speak and mak-

ing mistakes in the process. Allowing students time to plan what to say as well as using topics 

which are of interest or relevance to the students in repeated discussion tasks, their WTC, 

agency and initiative can increase and with time they can develop their communicative com-

petence.  

Although the study was not directed toward the teacher’s impact on the students’ WTC, it was 

brought up by some of the participants anyway, and they explained how different teachers 

have affected their WTC differently depending on their attitude towards errors. Since the stu-

dents brought it up without being asked, it could be interpreted as an important factor in stu-

dent WTC. This study did not focus on that aspect due to the reliability of the study (see sec-

tion 3.1), hence it is a possibility for further research into the WTC of Swedish learners of 

English in upper secondary school. Because of the small number of participants, who, fur-

thermore, were all from the same class and shared the same problem (vocabulary), a greater 

diversity of students from different schools may, in future research, reveal more with regard to 

language skills in relation to WTC. This study focused on students’ perceptions and used a 

teacher-researcher method because of the possible positive effects on these students’ learning 

process, and to evaluate methods already put in place in that group. In line with the focus on 

classroom-based research and interactional competence, more empirical research recording 

students’ practices in the classrooms, rather than perception-related studies, are required. It 

would also be beneficial to investigate WTC with younger learners, to find ways of increasing 

their WTC before entering upper secondary school.  
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Appendix - Interview questions 

1. How important is it for you to learn English? Why?  

2. How would you describe your personality (quiet or talkative, relaxed or tense)? Why? 

How does that affect your behaviour?  

3. Do you feel very sure and relaxed in this class? Why/why not?  

4. Do you like learning together with your classmates in this course? Why/why not?  

5. How willing are you to speak English in class?  

6. Do you feel that the other students speak English better than you do? Why/why not? 

7. Do you feel confident when speaking English in class? Why/why not?  

8. How competent do you think you are to communicate in English in this course? In your 

opinion, what are your strengths and weaknesses? 

9. Does it embarrass you to volunteer answers in class? Why/why not? 

10. Are you afraid of how your classmates will react when you speak? Why/why not? 

11. Do you get nervous when your teacher (I) asks you a question? Why/why not?  

12. Do you ask questions in class? In which situations? Why/why not? 

13. Do you answer questions in class? In which situations? Why/why not? 

14. Do you speak English in pair/group work? In which situations? Why/why not? 

15. Do you make comments or respond to comments in English during class? In which situa-

tions? Why/why not? 

16. How often do you participate orally in class? In which situations? Why? 

17. Do you ever feel like you have something to say, but don’t? If yes, in which situations and 

why?  

18. What speaking activities do you find the hardest to handle? Why?  

19. Do you feel like you have made some progress during this course? If yes, what progress, 

and how? If not, why not?  

20. What aspects of speaking (such as grammar, vocabulary, daring to speak, etc.) do you 

think you should focus on? Why those and how can you improve further?
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	L2 teaching methods have developed through the years as new research becomes available, moving from the grammar-translation method to a focus on interactional competence. Earlier methods focused on grammatical skills, vocabulary and the written language (Yule, 2017, p.212) which did result in students with a rather high competence in some respects, yet these methods did not focus on using the language in authentic situations (MacIntyre et al., 1998). As a reaction to the grammar-translation method arose the audiolingual method, which instead puts emphasis on spoken language and creating “habits” by repeating structures (Yule, 2017, p.212). What these two methods have in common is that they focus on form rather than function, and critics have pointed out that neither the grammar-translation method nor the audiolingual method use authentic language that might be used in everyday situations (MacIntyre et al., 1998; Yule, 2017). More recent approaches to teaching a L2 put the emphasis on the function of language rather than the form. Such approaches are called communicative approaches (Yule, 2017, p.212). In communicative approaches, the goal is for the learner to achieve communicative competence, which comprises at least three different more specific competences: grammatical, sociolinguistic, and strategic (Yule, 2017, p.216). Yule further states that speaking should be practiced in “meaningful interaction” (p.215). Cao and Philp (2006), too, note that researchers often agree that meaningful interaction is an important part of learning a L2 (p.481).
	Hand-in-hand with this shift in focus from form to function goes the shift from a static cognitive process of learning to the dynamic social character of language (Pekarek Doehler, 2010, p.105; Salaberry & Kunitz, 2019, p.2). Pekarek Doehler (2010) explains the contribution to Second Language Acquisition made by Conversation Analysis, stating that learning a language is no longer viewed as simply internalising and using linguistic knowledge, but rather “as a sociocognitive process that is embedded in the context of locally accomplished social practices” (p.106). To put it simply, it is about learning by doing. In practice, it means to repeatedly participate in social interaction to practice using the language in authentic situations, as well as understanding what is necessary in the communicative situation one is in (Pekarek Doehler, 2010, p.106), to develop a communicative ability. Another term for communicative ability is interactional competence, which according to Salaberry and Kunitz (2019) is to be understood as the ability to understand what is being said and to respond accordingly (p.2).
	Part of interacting with others is to listen and comprehend what is being said. According to Sert (2019), “the concepts of speakership and listenership are interwoven into one another and are in constant flux, and so are the roles of speaker and listener” (p.143). Viewing speaking as interwoven with listening is new in L2 teaching, and previous approaches tended to focus mostly on the speech production of individuals (Sert, 2019, p.143). Research has also shown that we do in fact learn in interaction (Sert, 2017). One way of increasing student interaction can be to create a meaning and fluency context (Seedhouse, 2004), in which students contribute to conversations while the teacher facilitates them, and the meaning making takes precedence over the structures of language (Sert, 2017). The goal in such a context is to make the students engage and participate in target language interactions, and Sert (2017) states that “student engagement in classroom interaction is key for creating foreign language (L2) learning opportunities” (p.15).
	Research on learner participation and engagement has been linked to research on learner initiatives and learner agency. According to Mercer (2012), the definition of agency differs depending on which theoretical perspective the researcher takes. Mercer’s (2012) definition consists of “two main dimensions that cannot meaningfully be separated” (p.42). The first dimension is a learner’s sense of agency, which regard the feeling of agency the learner experiences both in general and in certain contexts. The second dimension regard the agentic behaviour of a learner, which means whether the learner chooses to act with agency through action and participation or non-action and non-participation (p.42). Mercer states that the initiative of a learner is a crucial factor in language learning; however, before that can take place the student needs to believe that their actions can make an actual difference in their learning (p.41).
	As is visible in more recent research on learning a L2, speaking is an important part of learning a new language. In order to motivate students to speak the target language in class, researchers have conducted studies on why students hesitate to do so. The research has generally been focused on two aspects: speaking anxiety and willingness to communicate. Since teachers find that even talkative students often hesitate to speak L2 English in class (Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015, p.1), this study will focus on the concept of willingness to communicate. In the words of Riasati and Noordin (2011), “a fundamental goal of L2 education should be the encouragement of willingness to communicate in language learning, because WTC is expected to facilitate the language learning process” (p.74).
	2.2 A review of literature

	Researchers have implemented different methods depending on which type of WTC was to be investigated. The different studies have yielded some similar results, as well as some that differ. Based on their findings, some researchers have suggested certain pedagogical implications to aid teachers in increasing L2 students’ WTC. These previous findings will be presented below.
	2.2.1 The concept of WTC

	Since more recent language learning research is focusing on the importance of promoting communicative ability, it is natural that willingness to communicate has received more attention. Earlier research into why students hesitate to use the new language has concentrated on different versions of speaking apprehension, trying to reach conclusions as to what the underlying factors of such difficulties may be.
	Riasati and Noordin (2011) explain that the willingness to communicate model comprises of a number of factors, such as psychological, linguistic and communicative ones, all believed to influence learners’ WTC. A number of different types of WTC have been established in previous research: trait-like, state, and situated. Trait-like WTC, or simply trait WTC, is willingness to communicate affected by personality traits, such as introversion and self-esteem (MacIntyre et al., 1998), and it is said to be a “stable predisposition toward [L2] communication” (Yashima et al., 2018, p.116). State WTC is, as opposed to trait-like WTC, open to change and shows how a person decides to act, either as willing or unwilling to communicate, in different situations. Cao and Philp (2006) call it behavioural WTC. Situated WTC is often referred to as situational and dynamic, since it encompasses both the trait-like and state view of WTC as a person’s willingness can fluctuate in different situations and under different circumstances (Cao & Philp, 2006; Yashima et al., 2018). According to MacIntyre et al. (1998, p546), some factors affecting WTC, such as learner personality and intergroup relations, are stable while others, such as knowledge of topic and the desire to speak to a specific person, are more transient.
	Research into WTC began with investigations regarding what is called trait-like WTC, which means WTC that is affected by personality traits and psychological variables such as introversion and self-esteem. This was researched using quantitative approaches where statistical analyses often were employed to investigate connections between variables affecting language learning and students’ willingness to participate in communication (Pawlak, Mystkowska-Wiertelak, & Bielak, 2016, p.655). Later on, focus shifted from traits to situations, and situated WTC arose as a research area (Yashima, MacIntyre, & Ikeda, 2018). Other researchers adopt a qualitative approach, or a combination of quantitative and qualitative. Conversation analytic research in classrooms has also been concerned with WTC, focusing on WTC as a locally accomplished and situated practice, relabelling it as “(un)willingness to participate” (Sert, 2015, p.7). This line of research has informed recent work into language classrooms from both socio-interactionist (Evnitskaya & Berger, 2017) and psychological (Kubanyiova & Yue, 2019) perspectives.
	MacIntyre et al. (2003) define two underlying communication-related variables which are key to WTC: communication apprehension, which refers to experienced anxiety related to communication, and perceived competence, which refers to the self-evaluation of communication abilities (p.591). Furthermore, they state that even though the actual level of ability plays a role, the perception of communicative competence determines WTC more directly (p.591). In light of this, several studies have investigated attitudes and perceptions among L2 learners. One such study was conducted by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009), about learners’ perceptions of their speaking abilities and contributions, their attitudes towards speaking activities in the classroom, and changes in students’ attitudes over time. The results showed that whole class discussions were perceived as the most challenging kind of activity, although students reported an improvement in fluency, vocabulary, and self-confidence over time and of thus becoming more willing to contribute to such activities. Another study into learners’ perceptions and attitudes was conducted by Cao and Philp (2006), where the objective was to examine possible connections between trait-like and behavioural WTC, and which factors the learners thought would influence their WTC. The results did not indicate a clear correlation “between learners’ self-report WTC and their oral behaviour of WTC” (p.485). Furthermore, significant differences were noticed in the learners’ WTC behaviour during whole class, pair and group work. The four most common factors perceived by the learners to affect their WTC were group size, self-confidence, familiarity with other speakers and the interlocutor’s participation (p.486). Cao and Philp (2006) concluded that, according to their findings, WTC may vary across different contexts and that a learner’s trait-like WTC may not be “predicative of actual classroom behaviour” (p.489).
	In addition, Pawlak and Mystkowska-Wiertelak (2015) stated the recent research has shown that a learner’s willingness to communicate is not static, but can “fluctuate during one communicative event” (p.1), emphasising the dynamic character of WTC. The researchers conducted a study with the aim of discovering possible patterns of fluctuations in WTC and factors that might cause such fluctuations. Problems in communication, boredom and listening to the other person were found to lead to a decrease in WTC with the participants. Furthermore, it was reported by participants that having something to say was important for their WTC, which led the researchers to the conclusion that the message as such may sometimes be of more importance for WTC than the ability to convey it correctly. Although, finding the words was also deemed as an important factor as “the inability to find the necessary vocabulary on a moment-by-moment basis led to a loss of focus and growth of anxiety, which adversely affected willingness to speak.”  (p.8)
	Findings similar to those by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009) were arrived at by Yashima et al. (2018). In the hope of coming up with possible solutions to the silence claimed to be predominant in Japanese EFL classrooms, Yashima et al. (2018) implemented a teaching intervention where the initiation-response-feedback (as described by Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975) classroom communication pattern was avoided. They set out to investigate how the interplay of trait-like WTC and contextual influences boost or reduce state WTC, which results in differences in frequency of communication. Over the course of the study, students’ anxiety levels dropped as they got used to discussions, leading the researchers to conclude that repetition of the same type of exercise reduces situated anxiety. The interplay of trait-like WTC and contextual influences created “situated emotional responses leading to state WTC and self-initiated turns (or lack thereof)” (p.131). However, even though the anxiety within the group fell during the course, the frequency of communication among students fluctuated dynamically over the semester.
	2.2.2 Previously suggested pedagogical implications

	Most articles on L2 student WTC present some pedagogical implications, such as the benefits of creating a supportive classroom environment as well as considering group formations and what topics are discussed and how. The importance of the classroom environment is discussed by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009), who state that a competitive classroom environment will generate high anxiety levels among learners, which in turn is not likely to boost students’ WTC or their learning (p.280). Part of creating a supportive and safe classroom environment is the formation of suitable student groups. Secondly, several researchers discuss the impact of group formations on student WTC, and which groups might be more beneficial for their learning process. Making sure groups do not consist of too many participants and are rather homogenous (Cao & Philp, 2006), and ensuring that not one self-confident person can dominate the conversation (Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015) are suggested ways of using group formation to help increase students’ WTC.
	A third implication discussed in several articles is how to decide what the students should discuss as well as how to conduct such discussions in order to maintain or increase WTC. In sum, it is about making sure that the students feel secure in what to say and how to speak their mind. For example, a lack of knowledge about a topic will lead to a decrease of WTC, which is why topic familiarity has been claimed to be an important factor (Cao & Philp, 2006, p.489-490). Discussing topics in which the students can draw on their own experiences can create more lively discussions (Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015). This, together with making sure students know how to conduct a discussion, might lead to an increase in WTC, which is why it is recommended to train students in discussion procedures (Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015). Additionally, it is suggested that trying to create an interest in the task and allowing planning time before the conversation begins might increase the students’ WTC (Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015, p.8). As mentioned, Yashima et al. (2018) also suggest avoiding IRF patterns, and instead allowing students to take turns and initiate communication in a more natural way, making them responsible for the communication. For this to work in a class, according to the authors, students should be taught how to initiate communication, take turns, ask questions and comment on what has been said (pp. 132-133). Doing so, which is also in line with the aims of teaching L2 interactional competence (Wong & Waring, 2010; Waring, 2018), and in addition to increasing students’ WTC, can help them create learning opportunities of their own (Yashima et al., 2018, pp.132-133).
	Method
	This study is aimed at understanding what affects the willingness to communicate of some Swedish learners of English in upper secondary school, and what teachers might do to increase the students’ WTC. It was inspired by the study conducted by Cao and Philp (2006), referred to in section 2.2 above. To answer the research questions, a qualitative approach using interviews and content analysis (Bengtsson, 2016) was used, as well as a teacher-researcher perspective (Dikilitaş, 2015).
	3.1 Participants and context

	The participants of this study were five EFL learners studying their last year in upper secondary school, all aged 18-19. Students 1 and 2 are female, and Students 3-5 are male. The course they were taking at the time was a retake course of English 5, the mandatory first course of English in Swedish upper secondary school. The class consisted of eleven students who attended six different programs in total, hence some of them knew each other before starting this course while others were strangers to each other. What they all had in common was that none of them had managed to pass the course previously. I was their teacher in this retake course, which is one of the reasons why this particular group was chosen. As all students in the class were struggling to achieve a sufficient communicative proficiency, they seemed suitable as participants for this study. Their willingness to communicate in English seemed to vary: some of them openly stated their refusal to speak English while others had no problem speaking even though they knew they would not get it right. To help them become more used to the thought of speaking English, small speaking exercises were used in the beginning and at the end of every class where the students were to answer questions about themselves (such as how they were doing, what plans they had for the weekend or what they had learned during the lesson) with as many words as they felt comfortable with. Since it was always the same few questions, the students could plan what to say if they felt a need to do so. The different levels of WTC were another reason why this class was chosen, as it was hoped that it could provide different perspectives on the phenomenon, since even a willing student at times can experience an unwillingness depending on the situation (see for example Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015).
	Researching one’s own teaching is called teacher-research, and the focus is on issues teachers identify and investigate in order to further improve their teaching (Dikilitaş, 2015, p.48). Dikilitaş (2015) explains that since learners are at the centre of learning processes, teachers who investigate issues in their own groups of students can come up with solutions to actual problems noted by teachers and students, and there is a benefit in using teacher-researchers instead of learning from academics (p.48). However, to make sure the results are reliable, a teacher-researcher must consider the context and possibly sensitive issues at hand. In the case of this study, questions about how the teacher, that is I, affects the students’ WTC were not asked. I took all the necessary measures to ensure reliability and that the students understood that their participation was voluntary and would have no impact on their course results or examinations.
	3.2 Data collection procedure

	The data were collected through semi-structured individual interviews, conducted face to face and audio-recorded with the consent of the participants. Each interview lasted between 20-30 minutes and was conducted in Swedish to make sure the students were able to understand everything and fully express themselves. The interview questions were formulated to aim questions directly at aspects of L2 WTC, and I tried to leave room for follow-up questions when something was considered relevant for the study. The interview questions were based on Cao and Philp’s (2006) interview questions, as well as the questionnaire used by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009). The questions were adapted to fit this study, and follow-up questions were used. The English version of the interview questions can be found in the appendix.
	3.3 Analytical procedure

	The audio-recorded interviews were transcribed, and the transcriptions were analysed using qualitative content analysis (Bengtsson, 2016). The aim of content analysis is to discover patterns and themes that the texts have in common (Bengtsson, 2016). The content analysis in this study is a manifest analysis, which is described by Bengtsson (2016) as an analysis that “stays very close to the text” (p.10) and does not interpret any underlying meaning but only describes what can be seen in the text. To make sure this would be possible in the analysis, follow-up questions were asked to clarify certain statements from the participants. Even though this method can be used on all types of data, Bengtsson (2016) states that interviews provide a deeper understanding. The transcriptions were read to identify recurring themes, before the actual codification of the data began. To aid in the analysis and codification of patterns, HyperResearch software (Researchware, Inc, 2019) was used. The program helped organise the analysis, and generated graphs which were used to interpret the results. The codes were first designed based on the interview questions, but changed later on as not all the questions provided useful data and some important statements did not regard the questions. Therefore, new codes were created based on what was spoken about in the interviews (the codes can be found in section 4. Analysis and results).
	3.4 Ethical considerations

	For this study, the guidelines on ethical considerations set forth by the Swedish Research Council (Vetenskapsrådet, 2007) have been adhered to. To preserve the anonymity of the students, their names are omitted from the report. All participants volunteered for the study and were informed that participation was not part of the course requirements. They were informed of the purpose of the interviews as well as the study and gave their permission to be recorded, with the knowledge that the recordings were only to be used for this study and not going to be passed on to third parties.
	Analysis and results
	Table 1 presents the different codes identified as important for the students’ WTC in the EFL classroom based on the interviews. Codes that are deemed belonging to the same category are placed in themes. The number of mentions of each code is presented in the column ‘Frequency’. The total number of mentions for a theme indicates which theme were discussed most by the participants. The results will be presented according to the recurring themes identified in the interviews: classroom communication mode, language skills, learning environment, and confidence. Since the interviews were conducted in Swedish, quotes from the interviews have been translated to English for the sake of accessibility.
	Table 1: Themes and codes for WTC
	4.1 Classroom communication mode

	The students stated that the different communication modes in the classroom were not of great importance for their WTC and they all explained that they are willing to try and speak English with each other, their teacher, and in whole class. Even though they did not find the specific situations as important for their WTC, they mentioned certain aspects regarding these communication modes which prevent them from speaking English. Students 2, 4 and 5 find it more difficult to talk to their teacher because they experience more pressure to find something to say, than when talking in whole class, and Student 5 said “it’s difficult if I can’t answer a question and you are waiting for me to say something”. Students 1 and 3 feel perfectly comfortable talking to the teacher and do not experience pressure in that context. Student 1 stated that she has no trouble saying that she does not know an answer in a conversation with the teacher, and that she feels more comfortable guessing in a conversation with the teacher than in a conversation with the entire class. Student 3 explained how knowing the teacher is important: “If I know a teacher better I’m not nervous. If I don’t know an answer I can just say that. If you fail, you fail, it doesn’t matter.”
	Although some students had a positive view on whole class conversations, this was mostly based on the fact that someone else could answer the teacher’s questions, and since most of them thought so, not many of them are actually willing to contribute to whole class conversations in English. Student 5 said “I wait for others to answer so I understand what you mean” and Student 1 said that “sometimes I think I know the answer and want to say it, but still don’t, and when someone else does I often had the right answer”. They all expressed a willingness to speak more in all communication modes, because as Student 5 said: “you have to speak to become better at speaking and for it to stop being scary”.
	When asked how often she contributes to conversations in English, Student 2 stated she always does it in small exercises at the beginning and end of class where the goal clearly is to speak English. Other than that, she never hesitates unless she feels she does not have the time to formulate something in English. This was another aspect mentioned by the five participants: the effort it takes to speak English in all different communication modes. Students 4 and 5 stated that “it’s easier speaking Swedish”, which is why they tend to do that. Student 2 explained that time and effort affect which language he speaks in: “If I need an answer quickly then I will speak Swedish because that is quicker and easier, but if I have the time then I can make the effort of trying to ask something in English.”
	4.2 Language skills

	The language skill that all of the students mentioned as important for their WTC was vocabulary, and they all explained that they do not know enough words to get a message across clearly. Student 2 discussed the respective importance of grammar and vocabulary:
	You can get pretty far without grammar even if it’s always a bonus, but I think it’s possible to get a message across without correct grammar, and that it’s more important to find the words. I’m pretty good at talking around a word though, so that makes me less afraid to talk because I know that I can explain words I don’t know yet.
	The other four students also mentioned that what they need to practice more is vocabulary, and Student 4 said “it’s scary when you can’t think of the right word”. Students 3 and 5 mentioned comprehension as a problem that holds them back from speaking at times because they find it difficult to contribute to conversations when they are unsure whether or not they have understood previous speakers correctly. Student 5 said, as mentioned in 4.1, that he waits for classmates to say something in whole class conversations to make sure he has understood what is being said, and Student 3 explained why he finds it difficult to partake in discussions: “sometimes I don’t follow in discussions, then it is harder to answer and talk because you don’t know what to say”.
	Pronunciation was only mentioned by Student 3 (“I need to practice pronunciation”), although this is not something that holds him back, and he stated that he does not care about getting things wrong in the current English class and that it takes practice to learn.
	4.3 Learning environment

	The only participant who mentioned insecurity in the current English class was Student 1. She stated that because she has two of her best friends in the class she feels safe, yet she added: “I don’t know the others that well but … they probably don’t care either but still … I’m sort of scared of saying something wrong when there are people I don’t know that well”.
	The other students stated that they feel safe in this class because all students are on the same level. Student 2 stated that “everyone in this class needs a better vocabulary” and Student 4 said he likes learning with the classmates and that they work well together because “we all have in common that we need to learn English”. Student 2 compared this group with previous English groups she has been in, explaining that
	it’s really hard when you’re in a group where everyone is on different levels, both for the teacher and the students. It’s difficult for the teacher finding a level that works for everyone and sometimes I have cheated when we’ve been learning something new because it’s difficult and I don’t want to show that I’m not as good as the other students.
	Different proficiency levels can create a competitive learning environment in Student 2’s opinion, as no one wants to show that they are less proficient than their classmates, and for Student 2 this led to cheating on tasks and not learning. Student 3 also did a comparison between ordinary classes and this retake group:
	In an ordinary class where some are better at English you can feel like you’re falling behind; then it can be embarrassing if you pronounce something wrong, but in this class we’re all at the same level so I can relax and we can talk about anything and help each other when studying, like if you don’t understand a question a classmate can help.
	Student 5 thinks that the other classmates have a more solid ground of English education to stand on and explained why: “I didn’t learn English in my home country, and I’m still learning Swedish so for me it’s two languages at the same time and more steps to take when I translate things, but I still have to practice speaking to improve”. Both Student 1 and Student 3 stated that the fact that their classmates often use Swedish makes them unwilling to speak English. Student 1 said that it can be confusing when two languages are used:
	Sometimes I wonder if I should say things in Swedish or English. If you are helping a student and speak English with that person then I can say things in English, but if one of you speaks Swedish then I’ll do so too. I would like to speak English more often, but it feels weird if I do when so many use Swedish.
	For Student 3 it has more to do with adjusting to the preferences and needs of the classmates: “Maybe they don’t want us to speak English so then it becomes a bit embarrassing to do so. It’s not so good to speak English if your friend doesn’t want to so you adjust to them.” When asked how I as their teacher could further support them in daring to speak English, Student 1 suggested that “maybe we could have classes where only English is allowed, or at least that could be the goal of a class, and you could help us translate when we don’t know how to say things, so that we don’t have to wonder if we should use Swedish or English”.
	Student 2 stated that she becomes more willing to speak English when she gets support from the teacher, and gives an example of such support: “when I start saying something and the teacher says ‘good’ or something, then I can try a bit more”. Student 3 also stated that the teacher is important because a teacher can help them feel confident by supporting them, which makes him more willing to speak English.
	4.4 Confidence

	When asked if they feel confident speaking English, all five students answered no. Even so, Student 2 is willing to speak:
	I don’t feel confident like I know it but I feel confident in daring to speak and that’s an important reason for feeling confident like ‘I know this’. Also, I think I can talk more and understand more than I realise, I think that goes for almost everyone. And I’m not afraid that someone will be mean and say something mean, I mean if they do they do, but I wouldn’t take it personally or even care.
	Student 3 stated that “If you’re not confident then there will be gaps like grammar or pronunciation that aren’t correct. If I were confident I wouldn’t be in this class because then I would be a better speaker. But I don’t care how people react when I speak so I’m not afraid to do so”. However, even though he is not afraid of making mistakes in front of the teacher or the classmates, he said he still resorts to Swedish when he does not know how to say something.
	Student 5 said he does not think he is a proficient speaker of English but that he could probably get by with this level abroad. He is not confident and feels like the other students have a better foundation of English to build on. When asked if that affects their willingness to talk, he stated that “it doesn’t matter for my willingness to talk; you get better by talking to those who are better than you”. He did, however, state several times that fear of making mistakes is what holds him back from speaking: “I sometimes feel like I have something to say, but don’t because I’m afraid I will get it wrong”. Student 1 stated that she is not confident when speaking English and explained why:
	It feels like the others speak more fluently and correctly, and I have to think more and am unsure if the words are right and how to say things. Sometimes I don’t dare to try because I’m afraid to say it wrong when there are people there that I don’t know so well. Not that I think the others care that much but I still think about it.
	It was also mentioned by all of the students that actually daring to speak is important for the learning process, and Students 2, 3 and 5 saw it as their strength to do so. Student 1 described a desire to dare to speak more often and explained that it can sometimes differ depending on the mood: “Sometimes when I feel, I don’t know, like very energetic or something, then I can just say anything. Then I’m not embarrassed because I don’t think about it. But when I’m like calm, then I don’t speak”.
	4.5 Summary

	From the interviews, it is clear that for these students to be willing to communicate in English there needs to be a supportive learning environment, a clear goal of using the target language and help with vocabulary. Their lack of comprehension was mentioned as one of the aspects that make them less willing to communicate, due to them being unsure about what is expected of them. Both comprehension and speaking are connected to the vocabulary, which is why this was mentioned as a major factor for their willingness to communicate in English.
	Discussion
	How students behave in the classroom might not be a predictor of their WTC, according to Cao and Philp (2006). They might be willing even though they do not participate, just like Student 1 said in the interview: she wants to talk more than she actually does. Cao and Philp (2006), as well as Pawlak and Mystkowska-Wiertelak (2015), also stated that a learner’s WTC may vary across different contexts. The willingness among the students in this study, however, seemed to be relatively steady. The students stated that most of the time they are willing to contribute yet describe a number of factors which result in them not communicating in the target language.
	The participants of this study claimed that whole class communication was not a major factor for their WTC. However, even though they stated that they are willing to contribute to whole class conversations, a lack of confidence and vocabulary as well as the fact that many of their classmates constantly favour speaking Swedish rather than English, result in a certain unwillingness to communicate in whole class communication. These findings are similar to those made by Cao and Philp (2006) as well as de Saint Léger and Storch (2009), as they conclude that whole class communication is in fact a major factor for learners’ WTC. Also in line with the results of the study conducted by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009) is the sense of progression expressed by the students in the present study, although they still need more practice. What makes the students in this class willing to try and communicate in English, in spite of their lack of confidence and vocabulary, is the supportive learning environment. The result that the learning environment is experienced as important is in accordance with the conclusions drawn by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009), namely that a supportive learning environment can increase student WTC. In this particular class, the knowledge that no one will react in a negative way, because they all want to learn, contributes to a supportive learning environment. In order for the environment to be successful, both the students and the teacher need to be encouraging and helpful. Furthermore, de Saint Léger and Storch (2009) suggested that the teacher should carefully consider group formations to help students feel safe in the learning environment. This can be seen in Student 1’s feeling of safety because of the presence of her best friends. Cao and Philp (2006) suggested the use of homogenous groups in which the students can feel safe, as it might be beneficial for learner WTC. As indicated by Student 1, even if the learning environment is a supportive one, it can still be intimidating for students with low confidence to dare speak and risk making mistakes in front of people they do not know, hence homogenous groups seem to be beneficial.
	An insufficient vocabulary and a fear of making mistakes in this respect were deemed the largest factors for unwillingness to communicate in English among the students in this study. Cao and Philp (2006) as well as Pawlak and Mystkowska-Wiertelak (2015) concluded that the topic to be discussed by the students is of importance for their WTC. By creating an interest in the topic, or allowing students to draw from their own experiences, it becomes easier for them to have something to say and to find the words to say it. Limitations in communicative skills might be more visible to learners when they are presented with a new topic and words pertaining to it. By using topics that unconfident students are familiar with, it is more likely that they will have at least some words to use and it might increase both their confidence and their WTC. As stated by Mercer (2012), for students to take initiative they first need to believe that their actions can have an influence on their learning. If they slowly realise that they are able to talk about things that they know about, it might eventually lead to more agency and initiative which, in turn, can have a positive effect on the learning process. Pawlak and Mystkowska-Wiertelak (2015) concluded that the message sometimes is of more importance for WTC than the ability to correctly convey it, which goes against the results in this study somewhat. The fact that the students in this study do not have a vocabulary that is sufficient for getting a message across, and the insight that they are not proficient speakers, clearly prevents them from speaking even when they do have something to say. In other words, the ability to convey a message properly is more important than the message itself for the students of this study. Perhaps what is most important depends on what the students find most difficult: finding something to say or a way to say it. Thus, it is important for teachers to make sure both of these needs are met in the classroom.
	No matter which level of proficiency a learner is at, or what sort of troubles they are facing when communicating in the target language, MacIntyre et al. (2003) concluded that their perception of communicative competence affects their WTC to a larger extent than actual proficiency. It is clear that the participating students’ awareness of their need to practice does increase their WTC, and it has indeed been shown in previous research that interaction aids learning (Sert, 2017). All students in this study continuously stated their willingness to become better speakers, because they want to learn and they want to pass the course, and this in turn can be said to strongly influence their WTC. As stated by Mercer (2012), learner agency can take place first after the learner understands that being active contributes positively to their learning. Since these students seem to be aware of that fact, perhaps they are ready to take more initiatives. Their perception of a need to practice can be useful in trying to create a meaning and fluency context (Seedhouse, 2004) in which they can continue practising their speaking and comprehension abilities in natural conversations about relevant topics.
	To create the possibility of student-initiated communication, researchers (Yashima et al., 2918; Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015) suggest training students in how to conduct discussions. Sert (2019) also used discussion tasks to gather data, and concluded that discussion tasks seem to contribute positively to L2 learning. One issue raised by the students in the present study was comprehension, which is in line with the result presented by Pawlak and Mystkowska-Wiertelak (2015), that listening decreases learner WTC. Therefore, it could be useful to teach students strategies for listening comprehension together with speaking exercises to show that listening and speaking are interwoven (Sert, 2019) and develop these skills together. By using topics which they are familiar with, they can start learning how to comprehend what is said within the limitations on their vocabulary. With training in how to conduct a discussion (also see Wong & Waring, 2010) as well as how to comprehend what is being said, both student confidence and their willingness to communicate may increase. By repeating certain exercises until students feel secure in how things are to be done, their WTC can increase as they become more confident, as concluded by de Saint Léger and Storch (2009) and Yashima et al. (2018). As the students in their studies felt they improved on fluency and vocabulary and increased their self-confidence, they became more willing to contribute to whole class discussions, which were repeatedly practised.
	During the course that the students of the present study were taking at the time of the interviews, my demands on their oral participation in English increased. When the course started, several of them stated that what they were most uncomfortable with was speaking English. To allow them some time to get comfortable, small speaking exercises at the beginning and end of every class were used (see section 3.1). The participating students stated that they did use English in those exercises and they expressed some feeling of improvement. Hence, repeating an exercise and using topics which the students are familiar with, together with allowing them planning time, can be useful tools for teachers to increase student WTC.
	Conclusion
	Learner agency and willingness to communicate have been linked to the rate of second language acquisition (Mercer, 2012; Pawlak & Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2015). Based on the results in this study, Swedish learners of English are more likely to participate in conversations in the target language if they feel supported, safe and able to convey a message. To engage students in conversations and increase their WTC, teachers need to make sure that the learning environment is supportive in order for the students to feel safe in trying to speak and making mistakes in the process. Allowing students time to plan what to say as well as using topics which are of interest or relevance to the students in repeated discussion tasks, their WTC, agency and initiative can increase and with time they can develop their communicative competence.
	Although the study was not directed toward the teacher’s impact on the students’ WTC, it was brought up by some of the participants anyway, and they explained how different teachers have affected their WTC differently depending on their attitude towards errors. Since the students brought it up without being asked, it could be interpreted as an important factor in student WTC. This study did not focus on that aspect due to the reliability of the study (see section 3.1), hence it is a possibility for further research into the WTC of Swedish learners of English in upper secondary school. Because of the small number of participants, who, furthermore, were all from the same class and shared the same problem (vocabulary), a greater diversity of students from different schools may, in future research, reveal more with regard to language skills in relation to WTC. This study focused on students’ perceptions and used a teacher-researcher method because of the possible positive effects on these students’ learning process, and to evaluate methods already put in place in that group. In line with the focus on classroom-based research and interactional competence, more empirical research recording students’ practices in the classrooms, rather than perception-related studies, are required. It would also be beneficial to investigate WTC with younger learners, to find ways of increasing their WTC before entering upper secondary school.
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	Appendix - Interview questions
	How important is it for you to learn English? Why?
	How would you describe your personality (quiet or talkative, relaxed or tense)? Why? How does that affect your behaviour?
	Do you feel very sure and relaxed in this class? Why/why not?
	Do you like learning together with your classmates in this course? Why/why not?
	How willing are you to speak English in class?
	Do you feel that the other students speak English better than you do? Why/why not?
	Do you feel confident when speaking English in class? Why/why not?
	How competent do you think you are to communicate in English in this course? In your opinion, what are your strengths and weaknesses?
	Does it embarrass you to volunteer answers in class? Why/why not?
	Are you afraid of how your classmates will react when you speak? Why/why not?
	Do you get nervous when your teacher (I) asks you a question? Why/why not?
	Do you ask questions in class? In which situations? Why/why not?
	Do you answer questions in class? In which situations? Why/why not?
	Do you speak English in pair/group work? In which situations? Why/why not?
	Do you make comments or respond to comments in English during class? In which situations? Why/why not?
	How often do you participate orally in class? In which situations? Why?
	Do you ever feel like you have something to say, but don’t? If yes, in which situations and why?
	What speaking activities do you find the hardest to handle? Why?
	Do you feel like you have made some progress during this course? If yes, what progress, and how? If not, why not?
	What aspects of speaking (such as grammar, vocabulary, daring to speak, etc.) do you think you should focus on? Why those and how can you improve further?

